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Among the attributes which Christianity has claimed to itself

from the beginning, there is none perhaps more interesting and

significant than that which is expressed by the title Catholic.

It is not the product in any way of mere accident or caprice ;

just as little as the idea of the Church itself may be taken to

have any origin of this sort. It has its necessity in the very

conception of Christianity and the Church. Hence it is that

we find it entering into the earliest christian confession the Apos

iles' Creed, as an essential elementof the faith that springs from

Christ. As the mystery of the Church itself is no object of

bere speculation , and rests not in any outward sense or testimo

ny only, but must be received as an article of faith which pro

ceeds with inward necessity from the higher mystery of the In

carnation , so also the grand distinguishing attributes of the

Church , as we have them in the Creed, carry with them the

same kind of inward necessary force for the mind in which this

Creed truly prevails. They are not brought from abroad , but

spring directly from the constitution of the fact itself with which

faith is here placed in communication. The idea of the Church
as a real object for faith , and not a fantastic notion only for the

imagination, involves the character of catholicity, as well as that

of truth and holiness, as something which belongs inseparably
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to its very nature . To have true faith in the Church at all, we

must receive it as one , holy , apostolical, and catholic . To let

go any of these attributes in our thought, is necessarily to give

up at the same time the being of the Church itself as an article

of faith, and to substitute for it a mere chimera of our own brain

under its sacred name. Hence the tenacity with which the

Church has ever held fast to this title of catholic, as her inaliena

ble distinction over against all mere parties or sects bearing the

christian name. Had the title been only of accidental or artifi

cial origin , no such stress would have been laid on it , and no

such force would have been felt always to go along with its ap

plication. It has had its reason and authority all along, not so

much in what it may have been made to mean exactly for the

understanding in theway of formal definition and reflection , as

in the living sense rather of christianity itself, the consciousness

of faith here as that which goes before all reflection and fur

nishes the contents with which it is to be exercised .

The term catholic , it is generally understood , is of the same

sense immediately with universal , and so we find some who

are jealous of the first, as carrying to their ears a popish sound,
affecting to use this last rather in the Creed. They feel it easier

to say : " I believe in a holy universal or general church ," than

to adopt out and out the old form : “ I believe in the holy catho

lic , or in one holy catholic, church .” In this case however it

needs to be borne in mind that there are two kinds of generality

or universality, and that only one of them answers to the true

force of the term catholic ; so that there is some danger of bring

ing in by such change of terms an actual change of sense also ,

that shall go in the end to overthrow the proper import of the

attribute altogether.

The two kinds of universality to which we refer are presen

ted to us in the words all and whole. These are often taken to

be substantially of one and the same meaning. In truth how

ever their sense is very different. The first is an abstraction ,

derived from the contemplation or thought of a certain number

of separate individual existences, which are brought together in

the mind and classified collectively by the notion of their com

mon properties. In such view , the general is of course some

thing secondary to the individual existences from which it is

abstracted , and it can never be more broad or comprehensive

than these are in their numerical and empirical aggregation . It

is ever accordingly a limited and finite generality. Thus we

speak of all the trees in a forest, all the stars, all men , &c . ,

meaning properly in each case the actual number of trees, stars ,
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or men, individually embraced at the time in our general view ,

neither more nor less, a totality which exists only by the mind

and is strictly dependent on the objects considered in their indi.

vidual character. We reach the conception by a process of in

duction , starting with single things, and by comparison and ab

straction rising to what isgeneral ; while yet in the very nature of

the case the generality can never transcend the true bounds of the

empirical process out of which it grows and on which it rests.

Bui widely different now from all this, is the conception legiti

mately expressed by the word whole. The generality it denotes

is not abstract , a mere notion added to things outwardly by the

mind, but concrete ; it is wrought into the very nature of the

things themselves, and they grow forth fromit as the necessary

and perpetual ground of their own being and life. In this way,

it does not depend on individual and single existences as their

product or consequence ; although indeed it can have no place

in the living world without them ; but in the order of actual

being they must be taken rather to depend on it , and to subsist

in it and from it as their proper original . Sucha generality is

not finite, but infinite, that is without empirical limits and bounds,

it is not the creatureof mere experience,and so is not held to its

particular measure however large, but in the form of idea is

always more than the simple aggregate of things by which it is

Tevealed at any given time in the world of sense . The all ex

presses a mechanical unity, which is made up of the parts that

belong to it , by their being brought together in a purely outward

way ; the whole signifies on the contrary an organic unity , where

the parts as such have no separate and independent existence ,

but draw their being from the universal unity itself in which

they are comprehended , while they serve 'at the same time to

bring it into view . The whole man for instance is not simply

all the elements and powers that enter empirically into his con

stitution , but this living constitution itself rather as something

more general than all such elements and powers, in virtue of

whichonly they come to be thus what they are in fact. In the

same way the whole of nature is by no means of one 'sense sim

ply with ihe numerical aggregate, the actual all , of the objects

and things that go to make up whatwe call the system of nature
at any given time ; and humanity or the human race as a whole

may never be taken as identical with all men , whether this be

understood of all the men of the present generation only or lse

so extended as to include all generations in the like outward

view. Even where the thing in view may appear by its nature

to exclude the general distinction here made, itwill be found on
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close consideration that where the terms before us are used at all

appropriately they never have just the same sense, but that the

whole of a thing implies alwaysof right something morethan

is expressed merely by its all. The whole house is not of one

signification with all the house, the whole watch with all its

parts, or thewhole library with all the certain books that are

found upon its shelves ... Two different ways of looking at the

object, whatever it may be , are indicated by the two terms , and

also two materially different conceptions, the force of which it

is not difficult to feel even where there may be no power to make

it clear for thought.

And now if it be asked which of these two orders of univer

sality is intended by the title catholic, as applied to the christian

Church, the answer is at once sufficiently plain. It is that which

is expressed by the word whole, (a term that comes indeed ely

mologically from the same root,) and not that whose meaning

lies more fitly in the word all. A man may say : “ I believe in

a haly universal Church ;" when his meaning comes merely to

this at last, that he puts all single christians together in his own

mind , and is willing then to acknowledge them under this col

lectiye title . The universality thus reached however is only an

abstraction , and as such falls short altogether of the living con

crete mystery which is set -before us as an object, not of reflec

tion simply , but of divine supernatural faith , in the old æcume

nical syinbols . The true universality of Christ's kingdom is

organic and concrete. It has a real historical existence in the

world in and through the parts of which it is composed ; while

yet it is not in any way the sum simply or resultof these, as

though they could have a separate existence beyond and before

such general fact; but rather it must be regarded as going before

themin the order of actual being, as underlying them at every

point, and as comprehending them always in its more ample

range . It is the whole, in virtue of which only the parts enter

ing into its constitution can have any real subsistence as parts,

whether taken collectively or single. Such undoubtedly is the

sense of the ancient formula, “ I believe in the holy catholic

cburch ,” as it meets us in the faith of the early christian world .

But the idea of wholeness is variously determined of course

by the nature of the object to which it may be applied. We.

can speak of a whole forest, a whole continent, or awhole plan

et ; of a whole species of animals, or of animated nature as a

whole ; of a whole man , a whole nation, a whole generation , or

a whole human world. What now is the whole, in reference

to which the attribute of the Church here under consideration

is affirmed , as a necessary article of christian faith ?
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The only proper answer to this question is, that the attribute

refers to the idea of universal humanity, or of this world as a

whole. When christianity is declared to be catholic, the declara

tion must be taken in its full sense to affirm , thatthe last idea of

this world as brought to its completion in man is made perfectly

possible in the form of christianity, and in this form alone , and

that this power therefore can never cease to woſk until it shall

have actually taken possession of the world as a whole, and shall

thus stand openly and clearly revealed as the true consumma

tion of its nature and history in every other view.

The universalness here affirmed must be taken to extend in

the end , of course, over the limits of man's nature abstractly

considered , to the physical constitution of the surrounding world ,

according to Rom . viii, 19-23, 2 Peter iii , 13, and many other

passages in the Bible ; for the physical and moral are so bound

together as a single whole in the organization of man's life,that

the true and full redemption of this last would seem of itself to

require a real razepysvesía or renovation also of the earth in its

natural form . The proper wholeness even of nature itself,

ideally considered , lies ultimately in the power of christianity ,

and can be brought to pass or ' made actual only by its means.

But it is more immediately and directly with the world of hu

manity as such that this power is concerned, and such reference

is to be acknowledged too , no doubt, as mainly predominant in

the ecclesiastical use of the title which we have now in hand .

Christianity is catholic, and claims to be so received byan act of

faith , inasmuch as it forms the true and proper wholeness of

mankind, the round and full symmetrical cosmos of humanity,

within which only its individual manifestations can ever become

complete, and on the outside of which there is no room to think

of man's life except as a failure.

There are two ways of looking at the human world, under

the conception of its totality. The view may regard simply the

area of the world's life outwardly considered, humanity in its

numerical extent, as made up of a certain number of nations,

tribes and individual men ; or it may be directed more particu

larly to the world's life inwardly considered, humanity in its

intensive character, the being of man as a living fact or consti

tution made up of certain elements, laws, forces and relations ,

which enter necessarily into its conception aside from the par

ticular millions of living men as such by which it may be rep

resented at any given time. These two conceptions are plainly

different ; while it is equallyplain at the sametime that neither

of them maybe allowedwithany proprietyto exclude the oth
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er , but that the true and real wholeness of humanity is to be

found only in the union of both . Christianity or the Kingdom.

of God is catholic, as it carries in itself-the power to take posses

sion of the world both extensively and intensively , and can

never rest short of this end. It is formed for such two fold vic

tory over the reign of sin , and has a mission from heaven ac

cordingly to conquer the universe of man's life in this whole

and entire way:

Here precisely lies the missionary nature and character of the

Church . It has a call to possess the world, and it is urged con,

tinually by its own constitution to fulfil this call . The spirit of

missions, wherever it prevails , bears testimony to the catholicity

of christianity, and rests on the assumption that it is the only

absolutely true and normal form of man's life, and so of right

should, and of necessity also at last must, come to be universally
acknowledged and obeyed.

As regards the numerical view of the world , or its evangeliza

tion in extenso, this is generally admitted. An christians are

ready to allow , that the world in this view belongs of right to

Christ, and that it is his purpose and plan to take possession of

it universally in the end as his own . The commission, “ Goye

into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature ,” at

once makes it a duty to seek the extension of the gospel among

all men , and authorizes the confident expectation that this ex

tension will finally be reached. The world needs christianity ,

and it can never rest satisfied to be anything less than a full

complement for this need . It has regard by its very nature, not

to any section of humanity only , not to any particular nation or

age or race, but to humanity as such, to the universal idea of

man , as this includes all kindreds tribes and tongues under the

whole heaven . “ The field is the world .” Christianity can

tolerate ne Heathenism , Mohammedanism , or Judaism at its

side . It may not forego its right to the poorest or most outcast

and degraded tribe upon the earth , in favor of any other relig

ion . Wherever human life reaches, it claims the right of fol

lowing it and embracing it in the way of redemption. The

heathen are given to the Son for his inheritance, and the utter

most parts of the earth for his possession. It is a sound and

right feeling thus which enters into the cause of missions in its

ordinary form , and leads the church to pray and put forth action

in various ways for the conversion of the nations.

But it is not always so clearly seen , that the intensive maste

ry of the world's life belongs just as truly as this extensive work

to the idea of the kingdom of God , and that it ought to be there
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fore just as much also an object of missionary interest and zeal.

The two interests indeed can never be entirely separated ; since

it belongs to the very nature of christianity to take possession in

some way of the interior life of men, and the idea of salvation

by its means unavoidably involves something more than a sim

ply outward.relation to it under any form . Hence a mere out

ward profession of it is felt on all hands to be not enough ; al

though even this as far as it goes forms a part also of that uni

versal homage which is its due ; but along with this is required

to go also some transformation of character, as a necessary pass

port to the heavenly world towards which it looks. So in nomi

nally christian lands, and within the bounds of the outward

visible church itself, there is recognized generally the presence

ofta more inward living evangelization , a narrower missionary

work , which consists in the form of what is sometimes called

experimental religion , and has for its object the interior form of

the life it pretends to take possession of, its actual substance,

rather than the mere matter of it outwardly taken . In this

country particularly no distinction is more familiar, than that

between the mere outward acknowledgment of christianity and

the power of religion in the souls of its true subjects ; although

the line of this distinction is more or less vaguely and variously

drawn , to suit the fancy of different sects. But still it is for the

most part a very inadequate apprehension after all , that seems to

be taken in this way of theinner mission of christianity. Even

under its experimental and spiritual aspect, the work of the gos

pel is too generally thought of as something comparatively out

ward to the proper life of man , and so apower exerted on it

mechanically from abroad for its salvation , rather than a real

redemption brought to pass in it from the inmost depths of its

own nature. According to this view, the great purpose of the

[ gospel is to savemen from hell,andbring them toheaven ; this
is accomplished by the machinery of the atonement and justifi

cation by faith , carrying along with it a sort of magical super

natural change of state and character by the power of the Holy

Ghost, in conformity with the use of certain means for the pur

pose on the part of med; and so now it is taken to be the great work

of the Church to carry forward the process of deliverance,

almost exclusively under such mechanical aspect, by urging and

helping as many souls as possible in their separate individual

character to flee from the wrath to come and tosecure for them

selves through the grace of conversion a good hope against the

day of judgment. With many of our sects at least, the idea of

religion , ( evangelical or experimental religion as they are pleas

>
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ed to call it,) would seem to run out almost entirely into a sort

of purely outward spiritualisın in the form now noticed , with

almost no regard whatever to the actual contents of our life as a

concrete whole. Their zeal looks to the conversion of men in

detail , after their own pattern and scheme of experience , as a

life boat looks to the preservation of as many as possible from a

drowning wreck ; but beyond this seems to be in a great meas

ure without purpose or aim . Once converted and made safe in

this magical way, the mission of the Church in regard to them ,

(unless it should befound necessary to convert them over again ,)

is felt to be virtually at an end ; and if only the whole world

could be thus saved , there would be an end of the same mission

for mankind altogether ; we should have the millenium , and to

preserve it for a thousand years would only need afterwards' to

look well to the whole conversion of each new generation sub

sequently, as it might come of age for such purpose .

But, alas, how far short every such view falls of the true glo

rious idea of the kingdom of God among men , as it meets us in

the Bible and in the necessary sense of the grand mystery of the

Incarnation, on which the whole truth of the Bible rests.

Even in case of the individual man , singly and separately

considered , the idea of redemption can never be answered by

the imagination of a merely extensive salvation, a deliverance in

the form of outward power, under any view. All admit, that

his translation bodily as he now is in bis natural state into heav

en, would be for him no entrance really into a heavenly life .

It is not in the power of locality or place of itself to set him in

glory. Precisely the like contradiction is involved , (although it

may not be at once so generally plain ,) in the supposition of a

wholly ab ertra transformation of the redeemed subject into the

heavenly form of existence . This at best would bethe creation

of a new subject altogether, as much as if a stone were raised

by Divine fiat to the dignity of a living angel , and in no real

sense whatever the redemption of the same subject into a higher

order of life . No redemption in the case of man can be real,

that is not from within as well as from without ; that is not

brought to penetrate the inmost ground of his being , and that

has notpower to work itself forth from this, outwards and up

wards, till it shall take possession finally of the whole periphery

of his nature , body as well as soul . This in the very nature of
the case is process, answerable to the universal character of our

present life. To conceive of it as something which is brought

to pass suddenly and at once, without mediation and growth ,
is to sunder it from the actual constitution of humanity, to place
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it on the outside of this, and so to reduce it, in spite of all spir

itualistic pretensions the other way, to the character of a simply

mechanical salvation that is at last no better than a dream . And

it is of course much the same thing , to make the beginning here

stand for the whole ; and so to swell the starting point of the

new life out of all right proportion, that instead of being, like

the beginning of the natural life itself, in a great measureout of

sight and knowledge, (or at most as a grain of mustard the least

of all seeds , ) it is made to stand forth to view empirically as the

proper whole of salvation in this world, throwing ihe idea of the

process which should follow completely into the shade, or turn

ing it into dull unmeaning monotony and cant. Every such

restriction of the idea of christianity to a single point of the

christian life , even though it be the point where all individual

salvation begins, is chargeable with deep and sore wrong to the

idea as a whole, and cannot fail to be followed with disastrous

consequences, wherever it may prevail , in some form of practi

cal onesided divergency , more or less morbidly fanatical, from

the true and proper course of the new creation in Christ. The

full salvation ofthe man turns ultimately on his full sanctifica

tion ; the kingdom of heaven must be in him as a reign of right

eousness, in order that it may be revealed around him as a reign

of glory. It must take up bis nature into itself intensively , as

leaven works itself into the whole measure of meal in which it

is hid , in order ihat it may be truly commensurate with the full

volume ofhis being outwardly considered . The new birth is

the beginning of a progressive maturation , which has its full end

only in the resurrection ; and this last, bringing with it the glo

rification of the entire man , can be rationally anticipated , only

as it is felt to have its real possibility in the power of such a

whole renovation ripening before to this blessed result.

But to understand fully the inner mission of christianity now

under consideration , we must look beyond the merely individu

al life as such to the moral organization of society, in which

alone it can ever be found real and complete. Pure naked in

dividuality in the case of man is an abstraction, for which there

is no place whatever in the concrete human world . The single

man is what he is always, only in virtue of the social life in

which he is comprehended and of which he is a part. His sep

arate existence is conditioned universally by a general human

substance beyond it, from which it takes root, and derives both

quality and strength . The idea of redemption then in his case ,

implies of necessity far more than any deliverance that can have

place for his life separately regarded. As it must lay hold of
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this as such in an inward way, in order to become outwardly

actual , so also to do this effectually it must have power to reach

and change the general substance of humanity out of which the

individual life is found to spring. In other words, no redemp

tion can be real for man singly taken, or for any particular man,

which is not at the same time real for humanity in its collective

view, for the fallen race as a whole. Hence it is that christiani.

ty , which challenges the homage of the world as such a system

of real redemption , can never possibly be satisfied with the ob

ject of a simply numerical salvation, to be aceomplished in favor

of a certain number of individual men , an abstract election of

single souls, whether this be taken as large or small, a few only

or very many or even all of the human family. The idea of

the true necessary wholeness of humanity is not helped at all ,

by the numerical extent of any such abstraction . It stands in

the general nature of man , the human life collectively consider

ed , as this underlies all such distribution , and goes before it in

the order of existence , filling it with its proper organic force and

sense in the constitution of society. Here especiallyHere especially comes into

view the full form and scope of the work, which must take place

intensively in the life of the world before the victory of the gos

pel can be regarded as complete. Humanity includes in its

general organization certain orders and spheres of moral exist

ence , that can never be sundered from its idea without over

throwing it altogether ; they enter with essential necessity into

its constitution , and are full as much part and parcel of it all

the world over as the bones and sinews that go to make up the

body of the outward man. The family for instance and the

state , with the various domestic and civil relations that

of them , are not to be considered factitious or accidental institu

tions in any way, continued for the use of man's life from abroad

and brought near to it only in an outward manner. They be

long inherently to it ; it can have no right or normal character

without them ; and any want of perfection in them ,must even

be to the same extent a want of perfection in the life itself as

human, in which they are comprehended . So again the moral

nature of man includes in its very conception the idea of art,

the idea of science , the idea of business and trade . It carries

in itself certain powers and demands that lead to these forms of

existence , as the necessary evolution of its own inward sense.

Humanity stands in the activity of reason and will , under their

proper general character. Take away from it any interest or

gphere which legitimately belongs to such activity , and in the

same measure itmust cease to be a true and sound humanity

grow out
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altogether. No interest or sphere of this sort then can be allow

ed to remain on the outside of a system of redemption, which

has for its object man as such in his fallen state . If christianity

be indeed such a system , it must be commensurate in full with

the constitution of humanity naturally considered ; it must have

power to take up into itself not a part of this only but the whole

of it , and by no possibility can it ever be satisfied with any less

universal result.

All this we say falls - to the inner mission of christianity , its

destination to raise humanity inwardly considered to a higher

power, a new quality and tone, as well as to take possession of

it by territorial conquest from sea to sea and from pole to pole.

And it needs to be well understood and kept in mind , that the

first object here is full as needful as the second , and belongs quite

as really to the cause of the world's evangelization. “ The

field is the world ,” we may say, with quite as much solemnity

and emphasis in this view, as when we speak of it under the

other. As the kingdom of God is not restricted in its conception

to any geographical limits or national distinctions , but has regard

to mankind universally ; so neither is it to be thought of as

penetrating the organization of man's nature only to a certain

extent , taking up one part of it into its constitution and leaving

another hopelessly on the outside ; on the contrary it must show

itself sufficient to engross the whole. Nothing really human
Çan be counted legitimately beyond its scope ; for the grand test

of its truth is its absolute adequacy to cover the field of human

existence at all points, its catholicity in the sense of measuring

the entire length and breadth of man's nature . Either it is no

redemption for humanity at all, or no constituent interest of hu

manity may be taken as extrinsical ever to its rightful domain .

It will not do to talk of any such interest as profane, in the sense

of an inward and abiding contrariety between it and the sacred

ness of religion ; as though religion might be regarded as one

simply amongother co -ordinate forms of life, with a certain ter

ritory assigned to it and all beyond foreign from its control.

What is really human, a constitutive part of the original nature

of man , may be indeed profaned , by being turned aside from

its right use and end , but can never be in itself profane. On

the contrary if religion be the perfection of this nature, all that

belongs to it must not only admit but require an inward union

with religion, in order to its own completion ; and as christianity

is the end and consummation of all religion besides, it follows

that such completion , in the case of every human interest, can

be fully gained at last only in the bosom of its all comprehen
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sive life . The mission of christianity is, not to denounce and

reject any order of life belonging to primitive humanity as intrins

ically hostile to God , (thatwould be a species of Manichean

fanaticism ); nor yet to acknowledge it simply as a different and

foreign jurisdiction ; but plainly to appropriate every order to

itself, by so mastering its inmost sense as to set it in full harmo
ny with the deeper and broader law of its own presence. Art,

science , commerce, politics, for instance, as they enter essential

ly into the idea of man , must all come within the range of this

mission ; and so far as it falls short of their full occupation at

any given time with the power of its own divine principle, it

must be regarded as a work still in process only towards its pro

per end ; just as really as the work of outward missions is thus

in process also ,and short of its end, so long as any part of the

world remains shrouded in pagan darkness. It is full as need

ful for the complete and final triumph of the gospel among men ,

that it should subdue the arts, music, painting, sculpture, poetry,

&c. , to its sceptre, and fill them with its spirit as that it should

conquer in similar style the tribes of Africa or the islands of the

South Sea. Every region of science, as it belongs to man's

nature, belongs also to the empire of Christ ; and this can never

be complete, as long as any such région may remain unoccupied

by its power. Philosophy too, whose province and need it is to

bring all the sciences to unity and thus to fathon their deepest

and last sense , falls of right under the same view . Some in:

deed pretend, that christianity and philosophy have properly

nothing to do with each other ; that the first puts contempt on

the second ; that the second in truth is a mere ignis fatuus at

most, which all good christians are bound to abhor and avoid.

But if so , it must be considered against humanity to speculate

at all in this way ; whereas the whole history of the world

proves the contrary ; and it lies also in the very idea of science,

that knowledge in this form should be sought as the necessary

completion of it under other forms. To pronounce philosophy

against humanity, is virtually to place science universally under

the like condemnation . And so to treat it as profane or imperti

nent for the kingdom of God, is in truth to set all science in

similar relation ; ihe very result, to which fanaticism has often

shown itself prone to run .
But what can be well more mons

trous than that ; or more certainly fatal in the end to the cause

of christianity ? Philosophy, like science and art in other forms,

is of one birth with man'snature itself; and if christianity be

the last true and full sense of this nature , it is not possible that

it should be either willing or able to shut it out from its realm .
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We might as soon dream of a like exclusion towards the em

pire ofChina ; for it is hard to see surely how theidea of hu

manity would suffer a more serious truncation by this , than by

being doomed to fall short of its own proper actualization the

other way. The world without China would be quite as near

perfection, we think , as the world without philosophy. Its full

redemption and salvation , the grand object of the gospel and so

the necessary work and mission of christianity among men , in

cludes it is plain both interests, and we have no right to magnify

the one ever at the cost of the other.

Such being the general nature of this missionary work inten

sively taken , wemay see at once how far it is still from its own

proper end even in the case of the nominally christian world

itself. It is melancholy to think , that after nearly two thousand

years which have passed since Christ came, so large a part of

the human race should still be found beyond the line of chris

tianity outwardly considered. But it is not always properly laid

to heart, that the short-coining in the other view , the distance

between idea and fact within this line , is to say the least no less

serious and great. If when we think of the millions of Africa,

India , and China, we must feel that the gospel thus far has been

only in progress towards its full triumphant manifestation in the

world ; this feeling must prevail no less, when we direct our at

tention to the moral, scientific, and political fields, which all

aroundus appear in like barbarous estrangement from its inward

law. In this view, even more emphatically than in the other ,

may wenot adopt the language, Heb. ii : 8 : “ We see not yet

all things put in subjection under him ” —hough nothing less

ihan such universal subjection be needed to carry out the first

sense of man's life, (Gen. i : 26, Ps. viii : 6-8 .) and so nothing

less can satisfy the enterprise of his redemption ? Alas, how

quite the reverse of this are we made to behold in every direc

tion . Not alone do the wild powers of nature refuse to obey at

once the will of the saints, but it is only a most partial domin

ion at best also that the christian principle has yet won for itself

even in the moral world . Whole territories and spheres of hu

man life here, have never yet been brought to any true inward

reconciliation and union with the life of the Church . Roman

ism has pretended indeed to bring them into subjection ; but so

far as the pretension has yet been made good , it has been ever

in a more or less outward and violent way only ; whereas the

problem from its very nature requires that the relation should be

one of free loving harmony and not one of force. Protestant

ism seeing this, has in large measure openly surrendered the

2
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whole point ; falling over thus to the opposite extreme ; carry

ing the doctrine of freedom 80 far, that it is made not only io

allow , but even to justify in many cases, a full dissociation of

certain spheres of humanity from the rightful sovereignty of

religion . In our own time especially there is a fearful tendency

at work under this form , which rests throughout on the ration

alistic assumption that christianity has no right to the universal

lordship of man's life, and which aims at nothing less accord

ingly than the emancipation of all secular interests from its jur

isdiction. It bas become a widely settled maxim , we may say,

that whole vast regions of humanity lie naturally and of right

on the outside of the kingdom of God, strictly taken, and that

it must ever be wrong to think of stretching its authority over

them in any real form . Hence we find the arts and sciences to

a great extent sundered from the idea of the Church as such ;

and more particularly politics and religion are taken to be total

ly separate spheres. It is coming to seem indeed a sort of mor

al truism , too plain for even children or fools to call in question ,

that the total disruption of Church and State , involving the full

independence of all political interests over against the authority
of the new constitution of things brought to pass in Christ, is

the only order that can at all deserve to be respected as rational ,

or that may be taken as at all answerable to man's nature and

God's will . And yet what a conception is that of christianity ,

which excludes from its organic jurisdiction the broad vast con

ception of the Commonwealth or State ! We may say, if we

please, that such dissociation is wise and necessary for the time

being, and as an interimistic transitional stadium in a process that

looks towards a far different ulterior end ; but surely we are

bound to pronounce it always in its own naturewrong,and false

to the true idea of the gospel ; something therefore which marks

not the perfection , but the serious imperfection rather , of the

actual state of the world. The imagination that the last answer

to the great question of the right relation of the Church to the

State , is to be found in any theory by which the one is set com

pletely on the outside of the other must be counted essentially

antichristian . Christianity owns the proper freedom of man's

Dature under its common secular aspects, and can never be sal

isfied with the violent subjugation of it in a merely outward

way ; but it requires at the same time that this shall be brought

to bow to its authority without force ; and it can never acknowl

edge any freedom as legitimate and true, that may affect to hold

under a different form . So far short then as its actual reign in

the world is found to fall of this universal supremacy over all
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the interests of life, it must be regarded as not having yet reach

ed its proper end, as being still in the midst of an unfulfilled

mission .

Of the two parables setting forth the progressive character of

the kingdom of God , Matth. xiii : 31-33, it is not unnatural to

understand the first , that of the mustard seed namely, as refer

ring mainly to its extensive growth , while the other , ihat of the

leaven hid' in three measures of meal , is taken to have respect

rather to this intensive growth , by which the new divine nature

of christianity is required to penetrale and pervade always more

and more the substance of our general human life itself, with a

necessity that can never stop till the whole mass be wrought in .

10 the same complexion . It is certain at all events, that the

parables together reſer to both forms of increase ; for the mere

iaking of volume outwardly is just as little sufficient of itself to

complete the conception of organic growth in the world of grace ,

as it is notoriously io complete the same conception in the world

of nature . The taking of volume must be joined in either case

with a parallel progressive taking of answerable inward form .

The growth of the mustard seed itself involves this two -fold

process ; for it consists not simply in the accumulation of size ,

but in the assumption at the same time of a certain type of vege

table life throughout the entire compass of its leaves and bran

ches. It is however more particularly the image of leaven , that

serves to bring out this last side of the subject in all its force,

and that might seem accordingly to be specially designed for

this purpose,in distinction from all regard to the other more out

ward view . The parallel, as in the case of all the N. T. para

bles , is no mere fancy or conceit, but rests on a real analogy, by

which a lower truth or fact in the sphere of pature is found to

foreshadow and as it were anticipate a higher one in the sphere

of the spirit . Leaven is a new force introduced into the mass

of meal, different from it , and yet having with it such inward

affinity that it cannot fail 10 become one with it , and in doing

so to raise it at the same time into iis own higher nature. This

however comes to pass , not abruptly nor violently, but silently

and gradually, and in such a way that the action of the meal

itself is made to assist and carry forward the work of the leaven

towards its proper end . The work thus is a process, the grow

ing of the new principle continually more and more into the

nature of the meal , till the whole is leavened. And so it is with

the new order of life revealed through the gospel . Involving

as it does from the start a higher form of existence for humanity

as a whole, (new and yet of kindred relation to the old ,) it is
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still not at once the transformation of it , in a whole and sudden

way, into such higher state. It must grow itself progressively

into our nature , taking this up by degrees into its own sphere

and bringing out thus at the same time its own full significance

and power, in order to take possession of our nature at all in

any real way. In the case ofthe single believer accordingly it

is like leaven , a power commensurate from the first withthe

entire mass of his being, but needing always time and develop

ment for its full actual occupation ; and so also in the case of

our human life as a social or moral whole . Christianity is from

the very outset potentially the reconstruction or new creation of

man's universal nature , ( including all spheres and tracts of ex

istence which of right belong to thisidea,) just as really as a

deposit of leaven carries in it from the first the power of transfor

mation for the whole mass of meal in which it has been hid ;

but it is like leaven again also in this respect, that the force which

it has potentially needs a continuous process of inward action to

gain in a real way finally its own end. There is an inner mis

sion in its way here, which grows with as much necessity out of

its relation to the world , as the mission it has to overshadow the

whole earth with its branches, and which it is urged too with

just as much necessity, we may add , to carry forward and fulfil.

The prayer, I'hy kingdom come,has regard to the one object

quite as much as to the other. This comes by the depth of its

entrance into the substance of humanity, as well as by the length

and breadth of it , as a process of intensification no less than a
process of diffusion .

And it deserves to be well considered , that these two processes

are not just two different necessities, sei one by the side of the

other in an external way ; that they are to be viewed rather as

different sides only of one and the same necessity ; since each

enters as a condition into the fulfilment of the other , and neith

er can be rightly regarded without a due regard to both . The

power of christianity in particular to take possession of the world

extensively, depends at last on the entrance it has gained into
the life of the world intensively , so far as it may have already

come lo prevail. And it may well be doubted , whether it can

ever complete its outward mission, in the reduction of all na

sions to the obedience of the gospel, without at least a somewhat

parallel accomplishment of its inward mission , in the actual

christianization of the organic substance of humanity, to an ex

tent far beyond all that is now presented within the bounds of
the outward Church . The leayen masters the volume of the

meal in which it is set , only by working itself fully into its in

a
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most nature . The conversion of the world in the same way is

to be expected , not just from the multiplication of individual

converts to the christian faith , till it shall become thus of one

measure with the earth , but as the result rather of an actual

taking up at the same time of the living economy of the world

moreand moreinto the christian sphere. The imagination ibat

the outward mission here may be carried through first, and the

inner mission leſt behind as a work for future leisure, is com .
pletely preposterous. The problems then which fall to this last

have a direct and most important bearing always, on the success

ful prosecution also of the object proposed to the first. To make

the reign of Christ more deep and inward for the life of the

world , is at the same time to prepare the way correspondingly

for its becoming inore broad and wide. The proper solution of

a great theoretic question, lying at the foundation of the chris

tian life, and drawing after it consequences that reach over na

tions and centuries, may be of more account for the ultimate

issues of history , than the present evangelization of a whole

continent like Africa . At this very time it is of more account

far, that the power of christianity should be wrought intensively

into the whole civilization of this country, ( the weight of which

prospectively no one can fully estimate ); that it should have in

it not merelyan outward and nominal sovereignty, but be

brought also fully to actuate and inform its interior collective life,

filling its institutions as their very soul , and leavening them

throughout into its own divine complexion; that it should solve

the problem of Church and State in a really christian way, so

as to bind them into one with free inward reconciliation, instead

of throwing them hopelessly apart ; that it should take posses

sion truly of the art and literature of the country, its commerce

and science and philosophy as well as its politics, passing by no

tract of humanity as profane and yet acknowledging no tractas
legitimate on the outside of its own sphere and sway : all this,

we say , is an object far more near to the final redemption of the

world , and of far more need at this time, ( if it might be accom

plished ,) for the bringing in of the millenium , than the conver
sion of all India or China. The life of the Church is the sal

vation of the world .

From the whole subject we draw in conclusion the following

reflections :

1. From the view now taken of the proper catholicism or

wholeness of christianity, we may see at once tha: it by no
means implies the necessary salvation of all men . Tbis false

conclusion is drawn by Universalists, only by confounding the

VOL . III.-NO. 1 .
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idea of the whole with the notion of all ; whereas in truth they

are of altogether different force and sense . As hundreds of

blossoms may fall and perish from a tree , without impairing the

true idea of its whole life as this is reached finally in the fruit
towards which all tends from the beginning, so may we conceive

also of inultitudes of men born into the world , the natural pos

terity of Adam , and coming short of the proper sense of their

own nalure as this is completed in Christ, without any diminu

tion whatever of its true universalness under such form . Even

in the case of our natural humanity, the whole in which it con

sists is by no means of one measure merely with the number of

persons included in it ; it is potentially far more than this, being

determined to its actual extent by manifold limitations that have

no necessity in itself ; for there might be thousands besides boin

into the world , which are never born into it in fact . Why then

should it be thought that the higher form of this same humanity

which is reached by Christ, and without which the other must

always fall short of its own destination, in order to be full and

universal in iis own character must take up into itself literally

all men ? Why may not thousands fail to be born permanently

into this higher power of our universal nature, just as thousands

fail of a full bith also into its first natural power, without any

excluding limitation in the character of the power itself ? Those

who thus fail in the case of the second creation fail at the same

time of course of the true end of their own being, and so may

be said to perish more really than those who fall short of an ac

tual human life in the first form ; yet it by no means follows

from this again that such failure must involve annihilation or a

return to non -existence. It may be a continuation of existence ;

but of existence under a curse , morally crippled and crushed ,

and hopelessly debarred from the sphere in which it was require

ed to become complete. To be thus out of Christ is for the

subjects of such failure indeed an exclusion from the true and

full idea of humanity, the glorious orb of man's life in its last

and only absolute and eternally perfect form ; but for this life

itself it involves no limitation or defect . The orb is at all points

round and full.

2. As the wholeness in question is not one with the numeri

cal all of the natural posterity of Adam , so neither may it be

taken again as answerable simply to any less given number, sc

lected out of the other all forthe purpose of salvation . This

idea of an abstract election , underlying the whole plan of re

demption , and circumscribing consequently the real virtue of all

its provisions by such mechanical limitation , is in all material

1
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respects the exact counterpart of that scheme of universal salva

tion which has just been noticed. It amounts to nothing , so

far as the nature of the redemption is concerned, that it is made

to be for all men in one case and only for a certain part of them

in the other. In both cases a mere notional all , a fixed finite

abstraction , is substituted for the idea of an infinite concrete

whole , and the result is a mechanical ab extra salvation , ins ead

of a true organic redemption unfolding itself as the power of a

new life from within . The proper wholeness of christianity is

more a great deal than any arithmetical sum , previously made

up under another form , for its comprehension and use . It im

plies parts of course, and in this way at last definite number and

measure, and so in the case of its subjects also a veritable “ elec

tion of grace;” but it makes all the difference in the world ,

whether the parts are taken to be the factoral making up of the

whole, or come into view as its product and growth , whether

their number and measure be setiled by an outward election or

determined by an election that springs from within . A tree bas

a definite number of branches and leaves — so many, and not

more nor less ; but who would think of looking for the ground

of this beyond the nature of the tree itself, and the conditions

that rule the actual development of its life ? The law of deter

mination here is something very different, from the law that de

termines the imitation of a tree in wax or the composition of a

watch . So the election of grace in the case of the new creation

holds in Christ, and not inany view taken of humanity aside

from his person .

3. The catholic or universal character of the Church thus,

we may easily see farther, does not depend at any time upon its

merely numerical extent, whether this be large or snralſ. An

organic whole continues the same, ( the mustard seed for in

stance ,) through all stages of its development, though for a long

time its actual volume and form may fall far short of what ibey

are destined to be in the end, and must be too in order to fulfil

completely its inward sense . So the whole fact of christianity

gathers itself up fundamentally into the single person of Christ,

and is found to grow forth from this literally as its root. The

mystery of the incarnation involves in itself potentially a new

order of existence for the world , which is as universal in its own

nature as the idea of humanity, and by which only it is possible

for this to be advanced finally to its own full and perfect reali

zation . Those who affect to find this unintelligibly mystical

and transcendental, would do well to consider that every higher

order of existence , even in the sphere of nature itself, carries in
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it a precisely similar relation to the mass of matter, surrounding

it under a lower form , which it is appointed to take up and trans

form by assimilation into its own superior type . The Second

Adam is the root of the full tree of humanity in a far profoun

der sense than the First ; and it is only as the material of it

naturally considered comes to be incorporated into this, that it

can be said to be raised into the same sphere at all ; its relation

to it previously being at best but that of the unleavened meal to

the new power at work in its bosom , or that of the unassimila

ted element to the buried grain which is destined by means of

it to wax into the proportions of a great plant or tree. So too

from the root upwards, from the fountain onwards, the new or

der of life which we call the Church or the Kingdom of God

remains throughout one and catholic. It owns no co -ordination

with the idea of man's life under any different form . It is the

ultimate universal sense of man's nature, the entire sphere of its
perfection , the whole and only law of its final consummation.

With this character however, the Church can never be content

to rest in a merely partial revelation of its power among men ,

but is urged continually by its very nature to take actual posses

sion of all the world, as we have already seen , both extensively

and intensively. Here we have of course the idea of a process,

as something involved in the very conception itself which we

have in hand. As an article of faith , the catholicity of the

Church expresses a present attribute in all ages ; it is not drawn

simply from the future, as a proleptical declaration of what is 10

be true hereafter, though it be not true now ; the whole presence

of the new creation is lodged in its constitution from the start,

and through all centuries But who will pretend that this has

ever yet had its proper actualization in the living world ? The

catholic quality and force of christianity go always along with

it ; but innumerable hindrances are at hand to obstruct and op

pose its action ; and its full victory in this view accordingly , as
well as in the view of its other attributes, is to be expected only

hereafter. To believe in the Church as universal or catholic, it

is not necessary that we should see it in full actual possession of

the whole world ; for when has that been the case yet, and what

less would it be than the presence of the millenium in the most

abzolute sense ? It is to believe however that the whole power

by which this is to be reached is already at work in its constitu

tion , and that its action looks and strives always towards such

end, as the only result that can fairly express its necessary in

ward meaning and truth .

4. The catholicity of the Church , as now described , involves of>
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course the idea also of its unity and exclusiveness. As being

the true whole of humanity, it can admit no rival or co -ordinale

form of life, (much less anymore deepand so more comprehen

give than itself,) and it must necessarily exclude thus as false

and contrary to humanity itself all that may affect to represent

this beyond its own range and sphere.

5. No other order of human life can have the same character.

It is not of the nature of the civil state or commonwealth , to be

thus catholic ; and still less does it belong to any single constitu

ent sphere of such political organization , separately taken . Even

religion , which claims to be the last sense of man's life from the

start, and which is therefore in consistency bound and urged

under all forms to assert some sort of whole or universal title in

its own favor, is found to be in truth unequal always to this high

pretension, till it comes to its own proper and only sufficient

completion in Christ. No system of Paganism of course could

ever be catholic. So a catholic Mohammedanism is a contra

diction in terms. More than this, it never lay in the nature of

Judaism itself, with allits truth , to take up into itself the whole

life of the world . To do so , it must pass into a higher form ,

and so lose its own distinctive character,in Christianty . No faith

could say truly : “ I believe in a holy catholic Judaism ” —even

if all nations were brought to submit to circumcision before its

eyes; for it is not in the power of Judaism as such to possess

and represent in full harmony the whole idea of humanity ; and

what is thus not in itself possible, and so not true, can never be

the object really of faith in its true form . Judaism is not the

deepest power of man's life in the forin of religion, and for this

reason alone it must be found in the end a comparatively partial

and relative power ; leaving room for a different consciousness

over against itself, with a certain amount of legitimacy and right

too in the face of its narrow claims, under the general form of

Gentilism . This contradiction is brought to an end in Christ, ( the

true Peace of the world , as we have it Eph. ii : 11-18 , ) in and

by whom religion , the inmost fact of man's nature , is carried at

once to its last and most perfect significance, and so to the lowest

profound of this nature at the same time ; with power thus to take

up the entire truth of it into its own universally comprehensive

law ; healing its disorders , restoring its harmony, and raising it

finally to immortality and glory . Only what is in this way deep

er than all besides, can be at the same time truly catholic , of

one measure with the whole compass and contents of our uni
versal life.

6. As no other form of religion can be catholic , so it lies in
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the very nature of Christianity, as here shown, to have this char

acter . It must be catholic. Conceive of it , or try to exhibit it,

as in its constitution less comprehensive than the whole nature

of man , or as not sufficient to take this up universally into its

sphere of redemption, and you wrong it in its inmost idea. It

must be commensurate with the need and misery of the world

as a whole, or come under its own reproach of having begun to

build where it has no power to finish . Say , that it is for all

mankind, except the Malay race or the many millions of Chi

na ; and our whole sense at once revolts against the declaration

as monstrous. Substitute for such geographical limitation the

notion of an invisible line, in the form of an outward uncondi

tional decree, setting a part of the race on one sidein a state of

real salvability , and another part of it on the other side in a state

of necessary reprobation , the atonement being in its own nature

available or of actual force in one direction only and not in the

other ; and the spirit of the whole New Testament again rises

into solemn protest. Under the same general view again it is

monstrous , as we have already seen , to conceive of a line being

interposed in the way of Christianity, in the interior organism of

man's general nature itself ; leaving one tract of it free to the

occupancy of this new power, but requiring it to stop on the

frontier limits of another, (politics, trade, science, art, philoso

phy ); as though it were deep enough and broad enough to take

in a part of the great fact of humanity only , but not the whole.

Or take now finally another form of limitation , not unfrequent

ly forced on the idea of what is called the Church in these last

days . Suppose a line cutting the universal process of humani

ty , as a fact never at rest but in motion always from infancy to

old age, into two great sections ; for the one of which only there

is room or place in the restorational system here under consid

eration , while the other including all infants is hopelessly out of

its reach - unless death so intervene as to make that possible in

another world by God's power, which is not possible here by his

grace . Is the thought less monstrous , we ask , than any of the

župpositions which have gone before ? The redemption of the

gospel, as it is the absolute end of all religion besides and the

full destiny of man , cannot be less broad in its own nature than

the whole life it proposes to renovate and redeem . Shall there

be imagined any room or place in this for the dark reign of sin

-any island of the sea, any reniote nation or tribe, any repro

bate caste , any outside moral tract, any stadium of infancy or

unripe childhood — where the reign of grace, ( formed to over

whelm it, Rom . V : 15–21,) has no power to follow and make

.
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itself triumphantly felt ? That were indeed to wrong this king :

dom in its primary conception . It must be catholic, the true

whole of God's image in man , the recovery of it potentially

from the centre of his nature out to its farthest periphery, in or

der to be itself the truth and no lie .

7. As the attribute of catholicity is distinctively characteristic

of the Church as such, it follows that no mere sect or fragment

of this can effectively appropriate the title . The idea of a sect

is , that a part of the christian world has been brought to cut

itself off from the rest of it , on the ground of some particular

doctrinal or practical interest, and now affects to have within it

self under such isolated view all church powers and resources,

though admitting at the same time the existence of such powers

& resources in other bodies also with which it owns no real church

union . This is a vast contradiction from the very start , which

is found to work itself out afterwards into all sorts of anomaly

and falsehood . The sect virtually puts itself always into the

place of the Church , and in spite of its own principle of divi

sion is then forced to arrogate to itself the proper rights and pre

rogatives of this divine organization, as though it were identical

with its own narrow liniis. In other words , it is forced to act

as the whole, when it is in truth by its own confession again on

ly a segment or part . So far as any remnant of church feeling

reinains, (such as is needed for instance to distinguish a sect in

its own mind from a voluntary confederation for religious ends )

it must necessarily include in it the idea of catholicity or whole

ness , as an indestructible quality of such thought ; for as it lies

in the very conception of a sphere to be round,so precisely does

it lie in the very conception of the Church to be catholic, that

is to be as universal in its constitution as humanity itself, with

no tract or sphere beyond . Hence every sect , in pretending to

be sufficient within itself for all church ends , practically at least

if not theoretically asserts in its own favor powers and preroga

tives that are strictly universal , as broad as the idea of religion

itself under its most perfect and absolute form ; an assumption

that goes virtually to deny and set aside all similar church char

acter in the case of other sects ; for the case forbids the notion of

two or more systems, separately clothed with the same universal

force. Nothing short of such claim to exclusive wholeness is

involved in theright each sect asserts for itself, to settle doctrines,

make laws, and ply the keys, in a way that is held to be for the

bounds of its own communion absolutely whole and final.

Such ecclesiastical acts either mean nothing, sink into the char.

acter of idle sham , or else they are set forth as the utterances of
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a real church authority which is taken to be as wide as the idea

of the Church itself. Every sect in this way, so far as it secret

ly owns the power of this idea , puts on in niock proportion at

least all the airs of Rome. But now , on the other band, the

inward posture of every sect again , as such , is at war with cath

olicity , and urges it also to glory in the fact. The sect mind

roots itself in some subjective interest, made to take the place of

the true objective whole of christianity, and around this it affects

to revolve pedantically as an independent world or sphere.

Then it is content to allow other spheres beyond itself, under

the like independent form . So its universal rights and powers

as we had them just before, ( rights and powers that mean noih

ing ecclesiastically save as they are thus catholic and not par

tial , ) shrink into given bounds ; often ridiculously narrow ; much

like the power of those old heathen deities, whose universal

sway was held to stop short with the limits of the nation that

worshipped at their shrines. It is a power dogmatical, diatacti

cal , and diacritical, as they call it , which is of full conclusive

force, (the " keys of the kingdom of heaven ," ) for one man but

not for another his next neighbor ; for James but not for John ;

for such as have agreed to own it but not for those who have

been pleased to own a different church ; universal as the boun

daries of the particular denomination from which it springs, the
numerical all of a given sect , but of no force whatever beyond

this for the mighty whole of which the sect is confessedly only

a fraction and part. IIere comes out of course the inward lie

of the sect system , forcing it to falsify on one side what it attirms

of itself on anoiher. Sects are constitutionally uncatholic.

Commonly they dislike even the word, and are apt to be shy of

it , as though it smacked of Romanism , and as having a secret

consciousness that it expresses a quality of the Church which

their position disowns. By this however they in truth condemn

themselves. It is the very curse of sect, to bear testimony here

to the true idea of the Church, while it must still cry out, What

have I to do with thee thou perfection of beauty ! No sect as

such has power to be catholic ; just as little at least as Judaism

has ever had any such power. No one can say truly : “ I be

lieve in a holy catholic Lutheranism , Presbyterianism , Method

ism , or any like partial form of the christian profession ,” as he

may say : “ I believe in the holy catholic Church .” For every

such interest owns itself to be a part only of what the full fact

of christianity includes, and is so plainly in its own nature .

How then should it ever be for faith the whole ? What sect of

those now existing, Lutheran , German Reformed , Methodist;
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&c. , can seriously expect ever to take up the universal world of

man's life into its bosom—unless by undergoing at last such a

change in its own constitution , as shall cause the notion of sect

to lose itself altogether in another far higher and far more glor

ious conception ? No such has faith , or can have faith , in any

universality of this sort as appertaining to itself ; for to have it ,

would be io feel in the samemeasure a corresponding right and

necessity to extend its authority over the whole world ; which

we know is not the case . It belongs to that which is in its own

nature universal , to lay its hand imperatively on what it is found

to embrace . Catholicity asks willing subjects indeed, but not
optional. It says not, you may be mine, but you must. The

true whole is at the same time inwardly and forever necessary.

But what sect thinks of being catholic in this style ? Is it not

counted catholic rather in the sect vocabulary, 10 waive altogeth

er the idea of any such universal and necessary right, and to

say virtually: “ We shall be happy to take charge of you if

[you see fit to be ours — but[if not, may God speed you under

some different conduct and care !” Not only the sect itself, but

the sect consciousness also, the sect mind, is constitutionally frac

tional, an arbitrary part which can by no possibility feel or act

as a necessary whole .

8. In this way we are brought finally to see the difference,

between the true catholicism of christianity, and the mock lib

eralisın which the world is so fond of parading on all sides in its

name. This last appears in very different forms, though it ends

always in the samegeneral sense. Sometimes it openly substi

tutes the idea of mere humanism for that of christianity, and so

prates of the universal brotherhood of man , as though this were

identical with the kingdom of God , and sentimental philanthro

py the same thing with religion. In another shape, it is found

preaching toleration among opposing secis, exhorting them to

lay aside their asperities and endeavoring it may be to bring

them to some sort of free and independent confederation, ( such

as the Peace Society aims at among nations,) that shall prove

the Church one in spite of its divisions. Then again it comes

before us in the character of an open war against all sects , call

ing upon men to forsake them as in their very nature uncatho

lic, and to range themselves under the standard of general chris

tianity , with no creed but the Bible and no rule for the use of it

but private judgment. And here it is that the spirit in question

often comes to look like an angel of light, by contrast with the

demon of sectarianism which it pretends to cast out ; so that to

many it seems impossible to distinguish it from the true genius
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of catholicity itself, as we are taught to acknowledge this in the

old church Creed. But there is justthis world-wide difference

between the two , that the one is positive and concrete , while the

other in all its shapes is purely negative and so without real sub

stance altogether. This is at once apparent, where mere phil

anthropism is made to stand for religion ; the liberality it affects

has indeed no limits, but it is just because the religion it repre

sents has no contents ; it is of one measure with the natural life

of man , because it adds nothing to this and has no power whal

ever to lift it into any higher sphere. The same vast defect

however goes along with the pseudo -catholic theory also , in its

other more plausible forms. The universality it proposes is not

made to rest in the idea of the Church itself, as the presence of

a real concrete power in the world , with capacity and mission 10

raise the natural life of man to a higher order, (the Body of

Christ,) which in such view implies historical substance, carry

ing in itself the laws and conditions of its own being ; which

men may believe , but have no ability to make, more than they
may pretend to make the natural world : not in this is it made

to rest , we say , the indubitable sense of the old Creed, but in

the conception rather of the mere outward all of a certain num

ber of men, or parties of men in world convention represented,

who consent to be of one mind in the main on the great subject

of the gospel, and only need to extend such voluntary associa

tion far enougli to take in finally the entire human family . All

ends in an abstraction, which resolves itself at last simply into

the notion of humanity in its natural character, as bringing into

it no new whole whatever for its organic elevation to a higher

sphere. There is no mystery accordingly ever in this pseudo

catholicism ; it needs no faith for its apprehension ; but on the

contrary falls in readily with every sort of rationalistic tendency

and habit. Sects too, ihat hate catholicism in the true sense ,

find it very easy to be on good terms with it under such mock

form ; the most unchurchly and uncatholic among them , taking

the lead ordinarily in all sorts of buttery twaddle and sham in

the name of christian union . The purely negative character

of the spirit is farther shown, in its open disregard for all past

history . It acknowledges no authority in this form , no confes

sion , no creed ; but will have it , that christianity is something

to be produced by all men , in every age , as a new fact fresh

from the Bible and themselves. But how then can it be taken to

have any substance of its own in the actual world , any wholeness

that is truly concrete , and not simply notional and abstract ?

Catholic and historical , (which at last means also apostolical,)

go necessarily hand in hand together .
J. W. N.
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